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Openlands Lakeshore Preserve Podcast 
Preserving the Preserve 

 
NARRATOR:  How do you turn a military base into a healthy ecosystem? 
 
Openlands faced many challenges in converting this site into a nature 
preserve. Bartlett Ravine was filled with non-native trees that completely 
shaded the slopes, which had no ground cover plants and were eroding 
into the lake. On the lakeshore, endangered native plants were being 
crowded out by invasive species. The bluff was eroding, and above the 
bluff was a lawn of bluegrass. 
 
You might wonder why this matters. Nature is always changing; plants and 
animals are constantly moving around. What difference does it make if the 
trees and other plants growing here have been here for thousands of years 
or had just arrived from somewhere else? 
 
Megquier:  "The loss of native plant material is not an aesthetic problem. 
It's a problem of the destruction of an entire ecosystem of plants and 
animals that depend on each other to survive." 
 
NARRATOR:  Bob Megquier is in charge of the restoration plan for 
Openlands Lakeshore Preserve. He and others point out that people also 
benefit from a healthy, diverse ecosystem. When the land functions 
properly, we get fresher water and cleaner air. We have less flooding, the 
soil - and therefore our food¬ - is healthier, and insect pests are in balance. 
 
Masi:  "We'd like to see the full panoply of native species return in the 
abundance that they should be." 
 
NARRATOR:  Susanne Masi is a botanist at the Chicago Botanic Garden. She 
coordinates Plants of Concern, a program that monitors rare native 
species at the Preserve and throughout the greater Chicago area. 
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Masi:  "A system that interacts with other organisms - it's not just plants, 
but insects, bird species. To increase the diversity, the native diversity, is a 
very important goal." 
 
 NARRATOR:  As to why this matters to people, we need to look no further 
than food. Jim Steffen, an ecologist at the Chicago Botanic Garden, 
describes one way that native plants help our food crops. 
 
Steffen:  “If you have natural areas close to an agricultural area, you’re 
going to have to use less pesticide there because a lot of these natural 
predators will go out and control the pests in your crop fields.” 
 
NARRATOR: Here at the Preserve, the lakeshore, bluff, and ravines each 
had their own set of problems. Each area required a special plan to restore 
the land so it could once again function properly.  
 
Let's start with Bartlett Ravine. Historically, oaks, birches, and other native 
trees grew along the edges, and a variety of smaller plants grew along the 
slopes. During the 20th Century Norway maples, a fast growing tree from 
Europe, were planted throughout Chicago and other cities. Having few 
natural pests, these trees spread rapidly and crowded out native trees. 
Eventually Norway maples completely covered Bartlett Ravine. The 
ground no longer received enough sunlight. The wildflowers and grasses 
died out, leaving the soil bare. 
 
Megquier:  "What we ultimately decided to do was to clear the canopy and 
that was a risky decision." 
 
NARRATOR:  Risky because without the dense canopy, more rain would 
reach the bare slopes, and that could cause even more erosion.  
Openlands has restored woods, prairies, wetlands, and other natural 
areas, but the ravine presented new challenges. There was no guidebook 
on what to do, because few people had ever tried to restore a ravine.  
But one thing was clear - sunlight was crucial. 
Megquier:  "We needed to get enough light onto the ground surface of the 
ravine slopes, to encourage the forbs and grasses and sedges that would 
want to grow there, to grow there." 
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NARRATOR:  Luckily, in many places seeds from these plants were still in 
the soil. After being dormant for years, they sprung back to life when 
enough sunlight reached the soil.  Wildflowers and grasses were also 
planted, and the renewed groundcover improved other conditions. 
 
Megquier:  "Those plants will create an environment that retains soil 
moisture and stabilizes soil temperature." 
 
NARRATOR:  A healthy ecosystem starts with healthy soil. Jerry Wilhelm 
helped design the restoration plan for the Preserve. He describes soil as 
the “skin” of the earth. 
 
Wilhelm:  "So the soil itself is a living thing, and it's all but irreplaceable. 
Soil is like the endoderm of our living system." 
 
NARRATOR:  And Wilhelm says that in Illinois, less than one half of one 
percent of the soil is still alive. The rest is covered in corn, soybeans, 
lawns, pavement, and other human byproducts. 
 
WILHELM:  "It's sort of like third degree burns over 99.5% of the earth's 
body right here in Illinois. And we have these little bits of living tissue like 
the ravine here at Fort Sheridan that still provide a link to reality, a link to 
the way the world could be and must be if we are to survive." 
 
NARRATOR:  You might wonder - if Norway maples and other invasive 
species do so well here, why not just let them grow?  
 
Invasive plants do more than just move in and crowd out the natives. Their 
leaf litter can actually change the chemical composition of the soil, having 
a different amount of nitrogen and a different pH. 
 
And since they’re not native, fewer insects and other invertebrates make 
use of them. 
 
Steffen:  “It might be a dozen species of invertebrates that use Norway 
maples.” 
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NARRATOR:  That may sound like a lot, but compared to oak trees… 
 
Steffen:  “There might be 350 – 380 invertebrate species that utilize oak 
trees, and that could be butterflies, moths, beetles, all kinds of things. And 
then you look at what utilizes those 380 species, with birds and small 
mammals and other insects, it’s just a much larger functioning system.” 
 
NARRATOR:  Even smaller plants can make a big difference. Many people 
recognize garlic mustard, and know it as an invasive weed. But it makes a 
big impact. 
 
Steffen:  “It leaches out chemicals that kill fungi in the soil, and those fungi 
are important to the survival of oak trees. So, having garlic mustard in an 
area for a number of years could actually be killing oak trees.” 
 
NARRATOR:  When it’s healthy, Bartlett Ravine is home to more than 150 
species of native plants, and it’s a stopover for tens of thousands of 
migrating birds.  
 
When invasive non-natives take over, a small number of species dominate 
the whole system, and there’s not much else. 
 
The lakeshore was the least damaged area, but it still had problems. 
Several threatened and endangered plant species live along the beach. One 
is marram grass. This grass is common on beaches in Indiana and 
Michigan, but in Illinois marram grass is being crowded out by lyme grass, 
an invasive species.  
 
That may not seem like a big deal, but there’s a significant difference in the 
way the plants grow. Marram grass spreads underground with a massive 
root system.    
 
Masi:  "So when you look at a stand of marram grass you may be looking at 
not 100 individual plants but a single plant that is connected underground 
by these stems." 
  
NARRATOR:  This matt of roots holds the sand in place and defends the 
bluff from the waves. But lyme grass grows in individual stalks. When 
waves wash over lyme grass, sand is pulled into the water, and the beach 
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erodes. 
 
Megquier:  "So it's really critical to the stabilization of the beach that the 
marram grass thrive. And it's critical that the beach is stable because if the 
beach isn't stable then the bluff's not stable. And if the bluff goes, then the 
upland goes, and sooner or later you keep cutting and cutting and cutting, 
back into things that we really value such as our homes or businesses." 
 
NARRATOR:  Once again, what's good for the local environment is also 
good for people.  
 
It might seem surprising, but fire is also important to the restoration plan. 
 
Megquier:  "A lot of the plants that are part of the natural midwest 
landscape are plants that are fire dependent." 
 
NARRATOR:  That's because the midwest landscape evolved over 
thousands of years when fire was common, both natural fires from 
lightning and intentional burnings by Native Americans. Fire is essential 
for the germination of some seeds. It maintains open woodlands, and helps 
provide nutrients to the soil. When fire is suppressed, other plants that 
don't tolerate fire move in. 
 
Megquier:  "And those tend to be both aggressive native plants as well as 
non-native plants, so those plants proliferate and then they're going to 
suppress the native plants, the prairie and the oak woodlands that are fire 
dependent." 
  
NARRATOR:  To counter this invasion and help reset the balance, 
Openlands uses controlled burns. These are small, carefully planned fires, 
carried out by a team of experts. These fires clear out the invasive species 
and give native plants the advantage. 
 
Despite all these efforts, Openlands Lakeshore Preserve will never be a 
self-sustaining wilderness. It’s just too small, and it’s surrounded by the 
human environment. The battle against invasive species will be 
continuous. Storm water and erosion will always need to be managed. The 
monitoring programs will continue.  
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As long as we care about this land, we will need to protect and manage it.  
 
And we’ll be doing it for our own long-term benefit, as well as for the 
health of the land. The rewards are already apparent. 
 
Wilhelm:  "Great white trilliums are coming back, the meadow rue is 
coming back, the flex goldenrod is coming back, sedges are coming back. 
Things are coming back, ever so slowly, but coming back." 
 
 
Openlands thanks The Boeing Company for its generous support of the podcasts. 
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